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Presentation Notes
Pointers are incredibly powerful and therefore immensely useful. In one way or another, pointers are associated with most C++ programming features, which makes their introduction difficult. Three introductory paths are possible:We can introduce the main concepts without pointers and then revisit these concepts when pointers are introduced laterWe can cover pointers each time that we introduce a main conceptWe can introduce pointers first but without presenting how they are used or why they are so powerful.Although the third path is not without its flaws, it makes the best use of our limited time and so is the approach that we will take. Rest assured that valid uses for pointers are introduced soon.



AN EXECUTABLE FILE

Windows Media Player 
executable file
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Our first and greatest challenge is just to understand pointers at a very basic, high level. To help achieve this goal, we turn to a more common and a more concrete example: a computer file. A file is similar is some ways to a variable; specifically, a file has the same three characteristics that were ascribed to a variable in chapter 1, figure 2: it has a name, a content, and an address.A file’s address can be conceived in two ways: First is the physical address, which depends on the actual device where the file is stored. Second, and most useful for us, is the logical address, which consists of a full pathname. In the example illustrated here, the file’s name is wmplayer.exe and its address is given by the drive letter, C, and the path consisting of two directories or folders: “Program Files” and “Windows Media Player.” Every file has a location - an entry in some directory or folder - that is specified by its full pathname.



A FILE SHORTCUT

D:\dab\AppData\Roaming\
Spotify\Spotify.exe Spotify executable file

D:\dab\AppData\Roaming\
Spotify\Spotify.exe

Desktop
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Pointers are similar to a file system feature provided by most contemporary operating systems. Windows calls this feature a shortcut, while the same feature is known as a symbolic or soft link in Unix, Linux, and OS X. A shortcut is a file, but its contents are the address or path to another file. Shortcuts allow us to have multiple names for the same file:a different name for the file in the same directorythe same name but in a different directorya different name in a different directoryIn this example, the file is an executable program, and it’s a common practice to put shortcuts for frequently used programs on the desktop. If I launch the Spotify program by double-clicking the entry in the Desktop directory, the computer first opens and reads the shortcut file, and then opens the Spotify executable file named in the shortcut file. Adding a second file to the launch process does slow down program startup a little, but it allows me to have one program file that can be stared from multiple, convenient locations.



JAVA

Cranston Snort

W12345678
p

C++

POINTERS

Cranston Snort
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p

Person p = new Person(); Person* p = new Person; 
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Authors of some Java textbooks claim that Java has done away with pointers. That is true only in a limited sense: Java uses references instead of pointers, but pointers and references are really very similar.Suppose that we have a class named “Person.” Then the syntax needed to create an instance of Person, a new Person object, is nearly identical in the two languages. The only difference between the two statements is that C++ requires an additional symbol. Even more striking is that an abstract representation of what takes place in main memory is the same for both languages.Java has done away with the pointer notation, but not with pointers.



DYNAMIC DATA
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AUTOMATIC DATA

C++ HAS FLEXIBILITY

Person* p = new Person; Person p; 
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The reason that C++ requires an additional symbol is that it is more flexible than is Java. Whereas Java has only one way of creating and manipulating an object, C++ has two ways. Automatic variables were also introduced in chapter 1 and their behavior also applies to objects. The distinction between dynamic and automatic objects is explored in more detail later in this chapter.
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